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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1a 5759 0.5 0.5 1 45.1 90.3
1b 5608 0.8 0.8 2 38.5 88
1c 5050 0.9 1.2 4 23.2 79.2
2ai 6320 2.6 0.8 3 85.1 99.2
2aii 5779 1.8 1.1 3 61.1 90.7
2bi 6163 0.9 0.3 1 87.5 96.7
2bii 5109 0.6 0.9 2 31.3 80.2
2biii 5151 0.6 0.5 1 62.8 80.8
2c 5104 1.1 1.3 3 35.3 80.1
3a 5780 1.2 0.7 2 62.3 90.7
3bi 5492 1.5 0.8 2 73 86.2
3bii 4690 0.8 0.9 2 37.7 73.6
3c 5005 0.5 0.8 2 24 78.5
3d 5565 2.6 1.9 5 51.6 87.3
4 6107 1 0.7 3 32.1 95.8
5 4624 1.2 1.4 3 39.5 72.5
6 6180 1.1 0.7 3 37.4 97
7 5692 0.6 0.6 2 28.1 89.3
8 4772 1 1.1 3 32 74.9

9a 5942 0.4 0.5 1 37.8 93.2
9b 4411 0.2 0.6 2 10.3 69.2

10a 4849 0.1 0.4 1 14.8 76.1
10b 2665 0.2 0.6 4 4.5 41.8
11a 5784 0.5 0.7 3 15.6 90.7
11b 5632 0.1 0.3 1 9.2 88.4
12 4478 0.5 1.4 6 8.6 70.3
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

The candidate has not worked the profit even thogh they believe that they have done so.M1 A1 B0



Sticky Note

The answer is lacking in communication. There is insufficient explanation and the workings are not logical. However there are no errors in mathematical form or terminology so the W1 mark can be awarded.OC0 W1












Sticky Note

A correct use of the chart.



Sticky Note

Correct multiplication by 5 (5 days) and by 2 (return journey) gives the correct answer.



Sticky Note

A complete and correct calculation of the extra distance traveled using the alternative route. This was not often seen.












2(a)(ii) 
(Gwyn’s current order total cost = ) 
(96.62 + 6.99) 
= (£)103.61 
(Gwyn’s order plus socks total cost = ) 
(96.62 + 2 × 2.99) 
= (£)102.6(0)  
 
‘Lower cost as no delivery charge’ (yet 
more items ordered) 
 
‘If he didn’t buy the socks, the delivery 
charge would apply which is more than 
the cost of the socks’. 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
B1 


 
 


B1 
 


E1 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
B2 ‘Gwyn makes a saving of (£)1.01’ 
 
Allow for E1 
Statements indicating ‘free delivery’ or 
reference to cost of socks. 
Calculations with words that ‘reference 
the delivery cost OR cost of socks’. 
 
Do NOT allow for E1 
Calculations without any reference or 
explanation. 
‘because it will be cheaper by £1.01’ with 
no further comment. 
 
Ignore incorrect statements regarding 
savings, along with a correct answer e.g.  
He saves £1.1 because of the free 
delivery charge. 
 
Alternative: 
Stating (2 × 2.99=) (£)5.98 makes the 
total greater than £100. B1 
Compare (£)6.99 and (£)5.98 B1 
Lower cost as no delivery charge (yet 
more items ordered) E1 
 












Sticky Note

The correct profit has been obtained with explanations of the steps and a (brief)) conclusion. They have used correct terminology and mathematical form.M1 A1 B1 OC1 W1












Sticky Note

Non calculator methods have been used to add £2.99 to £96.62.Sadly this has resulted in an error.It should be stressed to candidates that the use of a calculator is to be encouraged in Unit 2.



Sticky Note

The costing without the socks has not been attempted  but there is a brief explanation about free delivery.Total marks awarded B0 B0 E1





















 


 


 


 


                    


 



Sticky Note



Steph

Sticky Note

This candidate does not understand how to look up the correct distance from the chart. This was a common error and the error will follow through parts b and c.



Sticky Note

The distance has been multiplied by 5 for the number of working days. However the return journey has been ignored and the candidate has not multiplied by 2. This was a common error. Here we award a special case 1 mark for a partial calculation involving the distance recorded in part a.



Sticky Note

The journey from Abergavenny to Gloucester to Bristol has again been incorrectly obtained from the chart. There is an attempt to find the extra distance, however, 134 has been obtained by adding three values from the table (not two) and so received M0A0 for the distance. We can not award the second Method mark if the first is not awarded . Hence M0A0M0A0.












1.(a) 50 (miles) B1  


   (b) 5×2×50 
         500 (miles) 


M1 
A1 


FT ‘their 50’ 
If no marks awarded, award SC1 for 250 
(miles), or an accurate answer to  
5×’their 50’ or 7×2×’their 50’ 
 


  (c)         
 
 
(alternative route distance=) 45 + 36 
 
                  
                                             81 (miles) 
 
 
 
 
 
(extra distance=) (81 − 50) × 2 or 
equivalent. 
  
                                          
 =62 (miles) 


 
 
 


M1 
 
 


A1 
 
 
 
 
 


M1 
 
 
 


A1 
 


Abergavenny to Gloucester 45(miles) 
Gloucester to Bristol 36 (miles) 
 
Addition of two distances from the table, 
with at least one of 45 and 36 included. 
 
CAO.  
Unsupported 81 gets M1 A1. 
Sight of  
(extra distance per day = 81 – 50=) 31 or 
a value for 81 – ‘their 50’ implies M1A1 
 
FT ‘their 50’ if first M1 awarded and ‘their 
81’ providing first M1 awarded and ‘their 
81’ > ‘their 50’ 
 
FT if first M1 awarded. 
If last M1 not awarded, award SC1 for  
31 (miles) ISW 
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 (ii) The discount store has a delivery charge of £6.99 for all orders under £100.
  For all orders of £100 or over, delivery is free. 
  Gwyn calculated that the cost of the items in his order would be £96.62.


  Explain how Gwyn would actually save money by adding two pairs of socks to his 
order.


  You must show all your working. [3]
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Sticky Note

£102.60 is the total including the extra socks (but no delivery charge)



Sticky Note

£103.61 is the total without the socks but including the delivery charge.



Sticky Note

Although the candidate has not stated the condition that the total must be over £100 for free delivery, it is clear in the explanation that this is understood.B1 B1 E1 is awarded.



Sticky Note

The saving is not required but the figure of £1.01 saved is further clarification of the costs involved.
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Sticky Note

Although the Mathematics is correct and the candidate has obtained the correct profit figure o £34, the answer is lacking in explanation to the reader of the steps in the working. The workings are clear but not logical and not linked with text, The W1 mark can be awarded but not the Organisation and Communication mark.M1 A1 B1 OC0 W1
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Sticky Note

Marked set by willir



willir

Sticky Note

Marked set by willir



willir

Sticky Note

Marked set by willir
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(3310U20-1)


Examiner
only


 (d) In this part of the question, you will be assessed on the quality of your organisation, 
communication and accuracy in writing.


  It costs Delyth £2.35 to make each small candle.
  It costs 15p to make each box. 


  Delyth sells 20 candles, each in a separate box, for a total of £84.
  How much profit does Delyth make?
  You must show all your working. [3 + 2 OCW]
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(d) (Total cost of 20 candles and boxes) 
 (2.35 + (0.)15) × 20= 
                               (£)50 
 
 
(Profit is £84 − £50=) (£) 34. 
 
 
 
 
Organisation and communication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Writing 
 
 


• Consistent use of £ and p. 
• Correct use of = sign. 


 


 
M1 
A1 


 
 


B1 
 


 
 
 
OC1 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 


W1 
 


 
Or equivalent 
CAO 
May be implied in further work. 
 
Or equivalent 
FT ‘their (£)50’ provided 20 is used with 
candles or boxes and 
 ‘their (£)50 < (£)84. 
 
For OC1, candidates will be expected to: 
• present their response in a structured 
way 
• explain to the reader what they are 
doing at each step of their response 
• lay out their explanations and working 
in a way that is clear and logical 
• write a conclusion that draws together 
their results and explains what their 
answer means 
  
For W1, candidates will be expected to: 
• show all their working 
• make few, if any, errors in spelling, 
punctuation and grammar 
• use correct mathematical form in their 
working 
• use appropriate terminology, units, etc. 
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(3310U20-1)


Examiner
only1. The chart below shows the road distances between some towns and cities.


 The distances are given in miles.


 Wyn lives in Abergavenny and works in Bristol.


 (a) Use the chart to find the road distance from Abergavenny to Bristol. [1]


 


 (b) Wyn works in Bristol for 5 days each week.
  Each day, he drives to and from work using the route shown on the map.


Diagram not drawn to scale


  How many miles, in total, does he travel to and from work each week? [2]
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Abergavenny


18 Newport


45 53 Gloucester


50 32 36 Bristol


Newport


Abergavenny


Bristol


Gloucester


WA L E S


ENG L AND
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 (c) One day, Wyn had to use a different route through Gloucester to get to and from
  work.


Alternative Route
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Newport


Abergavenny


Bristol


Gloucester


WA L E S


ENG L AND


Diagram not drawn to scale


  Use the chart to work out how many extra miles Wyn travelled that day.
  You must show all your working. [4]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 












Sticky Note

The candidate gives the total cost including the socks (without delivery charge) and makes a good explanation about why saving occurs. They do not find the total cost without the socks. Hence the answer is incomplete.B1 B0 E1











